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S A M P L E  I N T E R V I E W  Q U E S T I O N S

Identity Thief
Exposing Satan’s Plan to Steal Your Purpose, 

Passion and Power
by Robby Dawkins

1. Who is the identity thief and how does he work?

2.  Is everybody impacted by the work of the identity thief, or does this affect only 
a few of us?

3.  In the book you recount several scary demonic experiences from your  
boyhood. Why do you think those happened to you, and why did you choose 
to share them?

4.  Your childhood wasn’t all sunshine and roses, and you reveal some very  
difficult family situations in the book. How will this help your readers get ahold 
of the work of the identity thief?

5.  Like you, your wife went through some extreme circumstances as she was 
growing up. Many with similar life experiences are bitter at God. How is it that 
you and Angie ended up in such a different place?

6.  You say that when we experience fear about doing something Jesus tells us to 
do, that fear isn’t ours. What do you mean by that?

7.  You talk about the identity thief attempting to steal the identities of not only 
individuals, but also churches and institutions. How does that work?

8.  This book is quite a bit different from your previous book, Do What Jesus Did, 
yet it is in many ways a continuation of that topic. What do you pray Identity 
Thief accomplishes?
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